• The office of President was an entirely new creation of
the 1787 Constitutional Convention in Philadelphia.
There was no model nor was there any prior example
from which to draw. There were 13 governors, three of
whom were actually called presidents, but they were
weak, shared important powers with other branches,
and held very limited terms, usually one year.

• The new office was born out of experience, necessity,
idealism and the idea that George Washington would be
first. The executive had to have real power without being
a tyrant. He had to have enough prestige and authority to
deal with monarchs in international affairs as well as with
the needs of the diverse citizenry at home.
One cannot overestimate
the importance of George
Washington. He had
repeatedly demonstrated all
the traits of republican
virtue, had endured
incredibly difficult times
with strength of character,
and was not just respected
but loved by the people.

• The four year term is not casual. It is longer than the House but
shorter than the Senate. The President, even a one term
President, needed to be in power long enough to gain foreign
respect and deal with often complicated and long international
negotiations. He also outlasts the Speaker of the House, who
could change every two years, assuring smooth transition
between Congressional sessions. Six years was deemed too
long for a single term by a population still wary of monarchy.
But, if the public approved, perpetual re-election was possible.

• The title of “president” was usually reserved for the
head of an assembly and was often honorary. Not here.
The President is President of the UNITED STATES, not
Congress!! The clear implication is that the United
States itself is always in session with the presiding
officer of WE THE PEOPLE present and active.

• “The executive Power” clearly establishes that this
sole person holds the authority to faithfully execute
the law. It is not an ability to be shared with Congress
or the courts! In this one person is the power and
authority of a singular, equal branch of government.

• What exactly that executive authority meant was
severely tested by the Civil War. Lincoln took office
in March, the South started the war in April.
Congress was not scheduled to meet until the
following December. Lincoln called for a special
session but it could not convene until July.

• In the meantime, as executive of the nation, Lincoln
assumed the authority to call out the militia, put down
the insurrection, and suspend habeas corpus all
pending Congressional approval, which he ultimately
received. Lincoln affirmed that the executive is able to
act INDEPENDENTLY when necessary but also in respect
to Congress.

• Exactly how to select this powerful person in an
electoral process was absolutely untested ground.
Respecting the power of legislatures, the Framers
invented a system that essentially sets up a special
one session, one purpose Congress to expressly select
the President, The Electoral College.

To set up this Congress, each state elects a slate of Electors based on
its Federal representation, that is the number of House members
plus two Senators. New York currently has 29 electoral votes as we
have 27 Representatives and 2 Senators. The states set up their own
rules for how the Electors themselves are selected. Currently, the
political parties select the Elector candidates. 48 states are “winner
take all” by political party. Two select by Congressional district with
the overall popular vote-getter winning the 2 at large Electors.

• There is no guarantee that the people will directly elect
the electors. It is left up to the state legislatures to
decide. Most states originally chose through their
legislatures. Others turned it over to the voters. After the
chaotic election of 1824, states moved to the popular
vote although South Carolina held out until 1872. The
bulk of the procedural clauses in the Constitution were
changed by Amendment XII after the disastrous election
of 1800 and are no longer relevant.

The Electors are not bound to vote for the candidate the people
choose. They are an entirely independent group of voters.
While some state laws demand that they reflect the people’s
choice, the Constitution clearly allows them to vote as they
please. There are occasional “faithless electors,” those who vote
for a candidate who did not win, and sometimes was not even
running in their state. Faithless electors have never changed the
outcome of a race.
There were
seven
faithless
electors in
2016, four
from
Washington,
two from
Texas, and
one from
Hawaii.

• The Electoral College never meets as a true assembly.
The selected Electors meet in their respective state
capitals on the first Monday after the second
Wednesday in December to cast their votes. The ballots
are then sent to Washington, DC where a joint session
of Congress witnesses the count on January 6th. In
accordance with the 20th Amendment, the President is
sworn in two weeks later on January 20th.

• The Electoral College seems enigmatic. It has been used
as proof of the Founders’ distrust of the people as well
as their distrust in democracy. The Electoral College
supposedly allowed elite men to “correct” potential
mistakes of the masses. The problem with this line of
thinking is that there is no guarantee “elite men” will be
electors and a number of them are disqualified if they
are federal office holders. They have also never done
that.
Gouveneur Morris (l)
definitely distrusted the
people. Hamilton had
questions, too, holding
that the Electoral College
assured that no foreign
power or someone with
“talents for low intrigue”
would win. [Federalist 68]

• It has also been used to show the Founders
understood the complex nature of a national office
on a continental scale in an era of limited
communication. How could a common frontier
farmer know a national candidate? But he could
know and trust a local elector to vote at his behest.
Good theory; not much evidence.

Can you name
your elector?

• The original Electoral College
plainly defends slavery. If
there were a direct election,
the Northern free states
would clearly dominate.
Southern states had inflated
their population count for
the House with the 3/5
clause and still had much
more restrictive
requirements for white
voters. They would have
been easily over-powered. By
tying the election BY STATE to
the number of federal
representatives, they
benefited a SECOND time
from the 3/5 clause. This
WAS part of the Philadelphia
debate!

• It also assured that smaller states like Delaware,
New Jersey and South Carolina would not be
subject to the electoral whims of one or two
populous states like Massachusetts or Pennsylvania.
In this sense, the Electoral College actually worked
in 2016. Clinton’s popular majority could be
construed as coming exclusively from California,
ignoring results in the 49 other states.

Trump actually won in 3086 of the 3143 counties (or county
equivalents) in the US by over 7 million votes. Just 57 counties went
for Clinton giving her a popular edge of nearly 3 million votes.
Supporters of the Electoral College point to this often: 2% of the
most populous local political units would dictate to the other 98%. A
completely different support of the system claims that minority
voters benefit. Among the general population, black and Hispanic
voters are just 23% but are key swing populations in a number of
states adding political power to their vote.

• Every 10 years the United States conducts a census for the
purpose of determining representation in the House of
Representatives. The Apportionment Act of 1911 set the
number of representatives at 435 [You’ll never guess why 435.]
A 1929 act set up the method for reapportionment among the
states to keep the House at 435. It was made permanent in
1941. It also set the Electoral College at 435 plus the two
Senators from each state. When DC was allowed to vote in
1962 three more electors where added. We now have 538.

• Apportionment has always been a tricky issue. To ease
it, Article I requires a census within three years (1790),
and then the numbers of representatives to be tied
directly to the census results. In spite of its practicality,
it was revolutionary thinking in 1787. The Constitution,
however, leaves it to the states to create districts which
led to the practice of gerrymandering. No state may
ever fall below one House member or two Senators.

A quick lesson in gerrymandering:

• Criticizing gerrymandering is easy. Fixing it is not. The
Supreme Court currently has two cases under
consideration, one each accusing one of the major
parties of drawing extremely partisan districts. But oral
argument showed no real consensus from the Justices.
We will find out if they have a solution in a few weeks.

• Supporters of the Electoral College like to point out that
it has matched the popular vote in about 90% of our
elections. Critics think that is not good enough. Viewing
its failures is interesting.

Washington stepped away from power in 1796, forcing an
election. It was an intentional decision. Had he stayed until he died
it was possible to establish precedent for a lifelong presidency and
a non-elected succession. If the republican experiment
was going to succeed, neither of those conditions were
acceptable. The Constitution had to be allowed to work.

• There had never been a contested election in a
republican democracy as large as the US. No one was
sure it would succeed. The Constitution was vague on
the rules. The highest Electoral vote winner would be
president. The second highest, it was decided, would
be Vice President. It was a terrible decision.

John Adams, the Vice President, became a candidate,
clearly thinking he should be chosen without
opposition. James Madison convinced Thomas
Jefferson to oppose his friend “in the interest of the
South.” It ended a long friendship and showed deep
divisions in the United States.

The result of the election
narrowly put Adams in the
Presidency and made
Jefferson his Vice President.
Jefferson would resign in
1798. The election shows a
distinct North – South split
and an emerging East –West
split as well. The Jeffersonian
Democrats worked hard to
undermine Adams. If that
was not bad enough, the
Hamiltonian wing of his own
Federalist party joined them,
but for different reasons.
Adams’ presidency was a
decidedly unhappy one.

The election of 1800 was particularly nasty. Jefferson again ran
against Adams, choosing New Yorker Aaron Burr as Vice
Presidential candidate. Adams chose Charles Pinckney.
Opposition to the Alien and Sedition Acts, improving conditions
with France while British relations declined and political
infighting among the Federalists tipped the election to Jefferson,
but not cleanly.

Adams was handily defeated in the Electoral College, actually coming in
third in the count. He left Washington, DC well before Jefferson would
arrive. Bitter, disappointed and disillusioned, he would spend the last 26
years of his life writing in part to try to secure his place in history, in part
to continue attacks on enemies, real and perceived.

The election, however, was far
from decided. The original
Electoral College made no
distinction between presidential
and vice presidential voting;
there were just votes. Both
Jefferson and Aaron Burr
received 73 electoral votes. With
no real distinction between
candidates and offices, Burr
technically was tied for president
and refused to step aside for
Jefferson. The election was
thrown into the House.

The House was nearly evenly divided
between Jefferson Democrats, Burr
Democrats and Hamilton Federalists.
Hamilton held his faction back, hoping the
Democrats would self-destruct. They nearly
did. At least 36 ballots were taken without
resolution. Several state governors wrote to
Jefferson offering their militias to force the
issue in his favor. He was horrified. The
process had to be allowed to work.
Finally Madison approached Hamilton for a
deal. Jefferson had promised to revoke the
Bank of the US. If it was left alone, Hamilton
would support Jefferson. Madison agreed.
[Hamilton also despised fellow New Yorker
Burr much more than Jefferson]. Jefferson
won the election in the House.

• Jefferson declared the election
“The Revolution of 1800.” It
accomplished two things:
– A party could successfully
contend for and replace the
party in power WITHOUT
VIOLENCE.
– The concept of a “loyal
opposition” in a
representative democracy
was legitimized.
The Constitution worked!
However the 12th Amendment
would be written to avoid the
scenario in the future. It tickets
the candidates and limits the
electors to a single vote for
each office.

The final years of Monroe’s presidency were marked by a
political paralysis as Congress struggled with itself and
the President over policy. The lack of political parties
meant that Monroe had no way to enact any discipline or
forge coalitions. The chaotic election of 1824 is evidence
of significant transition as the old order slowly gave way
to the new.

All the candidates were
theoretically members of the
same party. The caucus system,
which failed in 1820, fell apart
completely in 1824. Instead,
four “favorite son” candidates
emerged, each representing a
section as much as any ideas or
policies. There were differences
on tariffs and internal
improvements, also reflecting
sectional differences. John C.
Calhoun who much desired the
presidency, felt he could not
overcome the competition. Two
of the candidates, Adams and
Jackson, accepted him as vice
presidential candidate.

• The results reflected deepening sectionalism. Jackson
clearly won the most electoral votes, but not a majority.
(Jackson 99, Adams 84, Crawford 41, Clay 37). Likewise,
he won the most popular votes, but also not a majority
(38% to Adams’ 34%). According to the 12th Amendment,
the election was thrown into the House.

Jackson
Adams
Crawford
Clay

Clay and Jackson despised each other, so Clay threw his support
to Adams, realizing he could not win himself. Crawford refused
to yield his supporters. Some House members preferred the
familiar Adams to the outsider Jackson. Adams was elected in
February, 1825. When he named Clay his Secretary of State,
infuriated Jackson supporters accused Adams of “The Corrupt
Bargain” and set immediately to disrupting his presidency.

• An extremely divided nation entered the
presidential year of 1860. The Democrats
were hopelessly split over slavery. The
Republicans were split over the degree and
method for resisting the spread of slavery.
Abolitionists formed their own party.

Douglas expected the
nomination at the convention,
discounting Buchanan’s
influence. It was a mistake.
“The Little Giant” had guided
his whole career by playing the
middle ground, trying to please
everyone. It failed.
Southern Fire-eaters walked
out when their pro-slavery
platform was rejected.
Northern opponents refused to
vote for him. The Convention
ended in failure. Douglas
received the nomination at a
second convention that lacked
most of the party’s
Southerners.

A “rump” Democratic
convention nominated VP
John C. Breckenridge of
Kentucky as its candidate
with Buchanan’s approval.
The Southern Democratic
Party held to original proslavery platform of the
failed Democratic
Convention. Breckenridge
would eventually become a
general in the Confederate
Army.

John Bell was an old Whig
who disliked both the
Democrats and the new
Republicans because of their
stands on slavery. In yet
another convention,
Bell entered the Presidential
race on the Constitutional
Union party line. Their
platform was simple: obey the
Constitution and leave slavery
alone. Bell won several
moderate Southern states and
polled well in some that
ultimately went to
Breckinridge, but had no
chance against Lincoln.

William Henry Seward of New York was expected to easily win the
Republican nomination held in Chicago – the site an unnoticed
victory for Lincoln’s men. Grossly underestimating Lincoln and his
supporters, New York political boss Thurlow Weed was thoroughly
outmaneuvered. Seward was too closely associated with radical
abolitionists and his clumsy attempts to move to moderate ground
cost him. Lincoln won on the third ballot.

Sectional divisions that had been emerging for decades blossomed in
1860. Lincoln did not even appear on the ballot in 10 states. The fears
of the South were realized: the North was now controlling them
politically, or so it seemed. Lincoln received slightly more than 39% of
the popular vote but nearly 60% of the electoral vote.

• With corruption and economic chaos present, and
the very popular Grant gone, the Democrats went
into convention expecting victory. By far the
strongest candidate was New York’s reform
governor Samuel Tilden. He rose steadily in New
York politics becoming famous for crushing the
Tweed Ring and fighting corruption.

• Tilden also understood
money, making himself
and many of his friends
and political allies
wealthy through shrewd
investments. Tilden had a
commanding first round
lead at the convention.
By the end of the second
round of voting, Tilden
was the unanimous
choice. The Democrats
were united for the first
time in decades. Indiana
Governor Thomas
Hendricks was the VP
choice.

• The Democrats pledged to end corruption. They
also pledged to end Reconstruction, pursue a hard
money policy, restrict Chinese immigration, reform
tariffs and end land grants to railroads. It was
essentially the same as the Republican platform.

• On the Republican side, party
bosses decided early favorite
James G. Blaine of Maine
could not win the general
election. In a series of back
room meetings party bigwigs
compromised on war hero
and popular Ohio governor
Rutherford B. Hayes. In the
sixth round, Hayes jumped
from 113 votes to 384 and the
nomination. William Wheeler
of New York became the VP
candidate.

• Keeping with tradition, neither Hayes nor Tilden
actively campaigned. Their underlings ran an incredibly
dirty, and in the South, violent campaign. Republicans
effectively “waved the bloody shirt” with slogans like:
“Not every Democrat was a rebel, but every rebel was a
Democrat.” Democrats in Mississippi and other deep
South states formed paramilitary groups, the Red Shirts
and the White League, to break up Republican rallies
and intimidate black and white voters alike.

• Violence and fraud
marked the election,
mostly in the South.
When the raw count
was tallied, Tilden
won the popular vote
by over 250,000.
However, he was one
electoral vote short of
a majority. Four states
were in contest with
two sets of results
totaling 20 electoral
votes, enough to give
Hayes, who totaled
165, a majority and
the presidency.

• In South Carolina, Louisiana and Florida,
accusations of voter fraud, improper ballots
(Democratic tickets carried Lincoln’s picture, aimed
at illiterate black voters, for example) and
intimidation led Republican governors to reject
Democratic electors. In Oregon, the Democratic
governor rejected a Republican elector.

• There was no
Constitutional
precedent.
Republicans initially
claimed the count was
up to the Republican
President of the
Senate. Democrats
claimed it was up to
the Democrat
controlled House.
With inauguration
looming, a
compromise law was
passed forming a
commission to decide.

• The idea was to have 5 Senators, 5 House members and 5
Supreme Court Justices with 7 Republicans, 7 Democrats and
1 Independent to assure fairness. When the independent
from the Supreme Court resigned to take a Senate seat, the
final Court seat went to a Republican by default. There were
no other independents or Democrats on the Court.
Republicans had an 8-7 edge. One of the Republican
Congressmen was Ohioan James Garfield.

• The Commission reviewed
both sets of returns from
each of the unresolved
states in alphabetical order.
They heard argument from
attorneys from both sides
in the states, then dealt
with only the contested
ballots. By 8-7 votes in all
four cases, the electoral
votes went to Hayes, giving
him a 185-184 electoral
victory two days before the
scheduled inauguration.

In a secret deal with Southern Congressional Democrats, Hayes
agreed to remove all troops from the South, effectively ending
Reconstruction, if they would not contest the committee’s
decision. Tilden apparently made no such offer. Newspapers cried
fraud, but Congress did not dispute the results. The final results:

• Historians are split on the election. Many maintain that if
fair and uninterrupted elections had taken place in the black
majority states [Mississippi, South Carolina, Louisiana], even
giving Florida to Tilden, which he probably won, Hayes
would have 189 votes. We will never know. No permanent
laws or rules grew out of the crisis.

• Just twelve years later, Benjamin Harrison handily won
the Electoral vote 233-168 while losing the close
popular vote to Grover Cleveland by over 100,000.
There was no dirty dealing here, just a classic quirk in
the Electoral College system: it is possible to win the
position if the right combination of states can be
achieved by a candidate.

• After a long period of calm, the election of 2000
proved contentious. Al Gore and George W. Bush were
in a virtual dead heat with third party candidate Ralph
Nader as a potential spoiler. On Election Night the
result came down to Florida, which was in a mess,
even though Gore was ahead in the popular vote by
about 200,000.

• About 8:00, major news
outlets declared Gore the
winner. But the votes from
heavily Republican west
Florida has not yet been
reported. The news stations
were relying on sketchy exit
polls, which can be
notoriously incorrect [The
Bradley Effect]. By 10:00,
Florida was back in the
undecided column. At 2:00,
Bush was declared the winner
without final results from
three Democratic counties. By
Wednesday Bush was ahead
by about 1000 votes
statewide, triggering an
automatic recount. Meantime
the vote count got tighter.

• The recount was chaotic, in part because Florida counties
used different voting methods and in part because Florida law
imposed a deadline for final recounts that made the manual
recounting demanded by the Gore camp impractical. The
public learned quickly about things like “hanging chads,”
punch outs not completely removed that supposedly revealed
“voter intent,” a dicey legal position at best.

• The contentious recounts took
weeks, going close to the
Constitutionally mandated meeting
of the Electoral College. The US
Supreme Court finally had to step
in. They declared an extension
granted by the Florida Supreme
Court unconstitutional. They then
ruled 7-2 that the recount system
was inconsistent, thereby creating
a condition where some people’s
votes could be thrown out while
others were counted. (Violation of
Equal Protection). They then
effectively ended the recount with
a 5-4 decision. Bush won the state
by under 500 votes, sealing the
election without the popular vote.

• In spite of that and the election of 2016, there has
been little real effort to alter or remove the Electoral
College. So why does the Electoral College persist
today and why will nothing be done to change it?

MONEY!!!! With the development of modern political parties,
the Electoral College allows resources to be directed toward
contested states and away from safe states. If we had direct
elections campaigning would be necessary in all 50 states, a
massively expensive proposition. In spite of complaints, there
will be no serious effort to eliminate the Electoral College and
such an effort would be unlikely to pass in 38 states. The
Electoral College is here to stay, at least for now.

